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A SINGULAR REPRESENTATION OF E6

B. BINEGAR AND R. ZIERAU

Abstract. Algebraic properties of a singular representation of Eg are stud-

ied. This representation has the Joseph ideal as its annihilator and it remains

irreducible when restricted to F4 .

It is of interest in the representation theory of semisimple Lie groups to un-

derstand singular representations. For example, a detailed understanding of the

metaplectic representation has been quite fruitful. There is also a particularly

interesting representation of S0(4, 4) studied by Kostant [11]. These are ex-

amples of "unipotent representations" which should in some sense form the

building blocks for the unitary dual of a semisimple Lie group. In this paper we

study a singular representation of E6 and show that it has many of the same

algebraic properties as the metaplectic representation.

We study an irreducible unitary representation, call it V, of the real form of

E6 with Hermitian symmetric space. We see that F is a ladder representation,

has minimal Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and its annihilator is the Joseph ideal.

Thus V is in some sense associated to a minimal nilpotent orbit in the dual

of the real Lie algebra. We also restrict V to the rank one F4 and see that it
remains irreducible. This reflects the fact that each minimal nilpotent real orbit

in E6 contains a dense F4 orbit.
We thank J. T. Chang and David Vogan for useful conversations, especially

in connection with Appendix A.

1

We will first set down some notation and specify the representation we will

be studying.
Let G be the real form of E6 with an associated Hermitian symmetric space

(denoted by E III in Helgason [7, p. 534]). Assume G is contained in the

simply connected complex group E¿. The maximal compact subgroup of G is
K = SO(2) x Spin(lO). We fix a compact Carian subalgebra t of g = Lie(C7)c

and let A = A(g, t) be the corresponding set of roots. We choose a positive

system of roots as follows: since G/K is Hermitian symmetric there is an ele-

ment C i° the center of K so that J = Ad(C) gives the complex structure at

eK. Let p± be the ±i eigenspace of J. Let A+ be any positive system so
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that A(p+) c A+ (where A(p+) is the set of t roots in p+). Such positive sys-

tems are exactly those for which (nontrivial) irreducible unitary highest weight
representations exist.

We label the simple roots of the Dynkin diagram of Eg as follows:

ax a2 Q3 Q4 as

with ax the unique noncompact simple root. The simple roots may be written

in coordinates as

a, = (&   -¿   -¿   -i   -A    ^ul       I   2   '      2'      2'      2'      2 ' 2/ '

a2 = (0,0, 0,0, 1,-1),

a3 = (0,0,0, 1,-1,0),

a4 = (0,0, 1,-1,0,0),

a5 = (0,1,-1,0,0,0),

a6 = (0, 0,0,0, 1, 1),

with the usual Euclidean inner product. If {ex, ..., e$} is the standard basis

of R6, then the compact and noncompact positive roots are:

A+(e) = {e, ± ^ I 2 < a < j < 6} ,

A+(p) = A(p+) = {(^ , ±± , ±± , ±±,±±, ±i J I an even number of -j's occur

If we let Xx, ... ,X¿ denote the corresponding fundamental weights

(2(Xi,aj)l\\aj\\1 = 6ij),

then Xx = (^, 0, 0, 0, 0, o) . Also,

P = \ E a   =   (4^,4,3,2, 1,0).
a€A+

It is clear from the form of the noncompact roots that the representations of

Spin(lO) on p± are the representations with highest weights (\ , \ , \ , \ , ±\) ;
these are the two "spinor representations" of 5^^(10).

We will study the irreducible representation of G with highest weight -3Ai

and we will call its (g, K) module V. If X £ t* is A+-dominant, we let

M(X) = U(g) ®u(t+P+) Fx

where Fx is the irreducible representation of 6 with highest weight X, and let

L(X) denote the unique irreducible quotient. Both M(X) and L(X) have highest

weight X and V = L(-3XX). The infinitesimal character of V is -3X+p which
is conjugate under the Weyl group to Xx + X2 + X4 + Xs + X^ .

Our first observation is that V occurs in the parameterization of unitary

highest weight modules given by Enright, Howe, and Wallach (see [4]) as the first

reduction point in the series with 1-dimensional highest A^-type. Specifically,

the family has highest weights (/ - 1 l)Ai and the modules L((a: - 1 l)Xx) are
unitary for / < 8 and t — 11. The L((t - 11)^) are holomorphic discrete

representations for t < 0. V occurs when t = 8 (the first reduction point)

and the trivial representation corresponds to t = 11.
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Theorem 1.1.   V  is a ladder representation with K-types {-3XX - nax\ n =

0,1,2,...}.

Proof. We first write down the decomposition of C/(p_) « S(p-) under K by

applying Schmid's Theorem [12].   Let px, p2 £ A(p_) be defined by setting
px = -ax  and taking -p2 to be the lowest root in A(p+) that is strongly

orthogonal to c*i. Then

S(p-) =    Q7   Fnlx{+mii2
n>m>0

where Fß is the finite dimensional representation of K with highest weight p .

For a £ A, let Xa denote a nontrivial vector in the root space ga. By

a result of Vogan (Lemma 3.4 in [15]) we know that either Xai or X-ai acts

injectively on any infinite dimensional irreducible (g, AT)-module. Since V has

a highest weight it must be X_Ql that acts injectively. If p is the highest weight

of a K-type in V and vß is the corresponding weight vector, then (X-ax )"vß

is the highest weight vector of another K-type (« Fß-nax ) ; for if a £ A+ , then

[Xa, X-a¡] — 0 because a-ax £ A, so Xa(X-ai)"vß = (X-ai)"Xavß = 0. We

conclude that the ir_3/i1_„ai, n = 0, 1, 2,..., are A"-types occurring in V .

We must check that these are all the Af-types of V. By Proposition 3.9 of [4],

if Fß is a .rv-type in L(X), p±X, and L(X) is unitary, then ||/a-t-/>|| > ||A+/a|| .

An easy calculation shows that this is not the case for p — -3XX + px + p2 ;

so Fjxi+ttl+ß2 cannot occur in V. Applying (X-a¡)n as above we conclude

that the .rC-types F_ix+(n+x)pi+p2 do not occur in V (since they occur in the

maximal submodule of M(-2>XX) and the multiplicity is one for all the A^-types

of Af(-3Ai)). The picture for the íT-types in Af(-3Ai) is

Attl

To see that the first row gives exactly the A-types in V it is enough to check

that p± sends the first row only to the first or second row. This is an easy

calculation which we omit.   D

Remark 1. There are several other proofs of Theorem 1. (a) By the above,

F-3x{+Ml+fl2 does not occur. One shows that the irreducible representation with

highest weight -3Xx+px+p2 has exactly the remaining AVtypes {F-3xl+niti+mit2\

n > m > 1}. One can see that this highest weight representation is an Aq(X)

where q is the 0-stable parabolic defined by -X$. For A = 3As, Aq(X) is
irreducible and has highest weight -3Ai + px + p2 (see [21, p. 49]). One can

use the Blattner formula to calculate the AMypes of V. (b) From results of

Enright and Joseph (see [5, Theorem 5.2]) one can show that the unique maxi-

mal subrepresentation of Af(—3Ai) is c/(p_)ir_3^1+ííl+/í2 and then calculate the

AMypes.

Remark 2. It follows from (a) above that the maximal submodule is

L(-3Ai + p\+ p2). This occurs in the series M((t - 12)Ai + A5) for t = 7, the
isolated unitary point (t < 4 and t = 1 are the unitaries in this series).
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Let q = I + u be a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of g . For X £ t* and

A J. A(l), let âê'(Cf) be the derived functor modules as defined in [16]. Let
s = dim(u ne). If the positivity condition (X + p(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u), is

satisfied, then Mql (Q) = 0 for i ^ 5 and ¿%q (Q) is an irreducible unitarizable

representation with infinitesimal character X + p(u). When the parameter X

becomes arbitrary the vanishing, irreducibility, and unitarity do not in general

hold. We set Aq(X) = &\ (Q) for A arbitrary (subject of course to A J_ A(I),

so that a 1-dimensional representation Cx of L with weight A exists).

Theorem 1.2. Vis not isomorphic to Aq(X), X arbitrary.

Remark. We show a little more than this: V is not a quotient of any Aq (A).

In particular, if A is in the "unitary range" (i.e., Aq(X) is unitary) then V does

not occur as a constituent in Aq(X). However, we do not exclude the possibility

of V being some constituent (other than a quotient) of some Aq(X) with A so

bad that Aq(X) is not irreducible or unitary.

Proof. We can calculate the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of V using Theorem

1.2 of [14] because we know the A"-types. We omit the calculation but note that

dim(ir_3/i1_„ai) is a degree 10 polynomial in aj . Thus, the Gelfand-Kirillov

dimension of V is 11.
Since 11 is also the minimal Gelfand-Kirillov dimension for infinite dimen-

sional representations of G, and because the two minimal Ac orbits in p are

Kc- Xß c p+ and Ac • X_ß c p- (where ß is the highest root), we may con-

clude that the characteristic variety ^(V) (see Appendix A) is contained in p+
or p_ . When (A + p(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u), the characteristic variety of Aq(X)

is Kc • (uflp) (see the theorem in Appendix A). The proposition in Appendix A

shows that for arbitrary A, as long as Aq(X) ̂  0, every quotient of Aq(X) has

the same characteristic variety (and so the same Gelfand-Kirillov dimension)
as an Aq(X) with (A + p(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u). Thus, we need only prove that
no q = I + u with unpcp+ (or unpcp-) has dim A^c • (u n p) = 11.

Consider the fundamental weight X(,, this defines a 0-stable parabolic sub-

algebra (by A(l + u) = {a £ A | (a, A6) > 0}).  We consider the roots ßx =

(^' I> 1 '\> ~\ ' ~\) > ßi = i^T ' \ ' ~\ ' ~\ ' 1 ' j) and the corresponding
root vectors Xx , X2. Both are in u n p = u n p+ . Let Yx, Y2 be root vectors

for, respectively, -ßx, -ß2 . There are two corresponding 3-dimensional subal-

gebras {Xx, Yx, Hx}, {X2, Y2, H2}. Since ßx and ß2 are strongly orthogonal

these two subalgebras commute and so {X = Xx + X2, Y = Yx + Y2, H =

Hx + H2} is a 3-dimensional subalgebra. We claim Kc • X c u n p has di-

mension 16. This is seen as follows. Since H corresponds to Xx + X¡, the

decomposition of g under {X, Y, H} shows that the stabilizer of let has

dimension 30. So

dimc(A"c • X) = dimc A'c - dimc(stabE(Ar)) = 46 - 30 = 16   .

For other parabolics I + u the argument is the same because X always lies

in u n p (as is easily seen by writing ßx, ß2 as sums of simple roots).   D

2

We will show that the annihilator of V is the Joseph ideal. This ideal is a

maximal primitive ideal in (7(g) associated with the minimal nilpotent complex
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coadjoint orbit and was defined by Joseph in [9]. The characterization we use

was formulated by Garfinkle [6] and is as follows.

Let g be a simple, complex Lie algebra not of type A„ . Let ß be the highest

root with respect to any positive system of roots. The space of degree 2 elements

in the symmetric algebra of g decomposes as S2(q) « E2ß + S, where E2ß is
the irreducible representation of g with highest weight 2ß and S is the g-

invariant complement of E2ß in S2(q) . If J c t/(g) is an ideal, consider the

graded ideal gr(/) c gr(C/(g)) « 5(g).

Theorem 2.1 (Garfinkle). If J is an ideal of infinite codimension in U(q) , then

J is the Joseph ideal if and only if gr(7) n S2(g) = S.

Let us return to the case where g = E(,.

Lemma 2.2.  S2(g) « E2ß ®E{^^ ,0,o,o,o) ® c-

Proof, ß = (^, -, j, \, j, -) is the highest root. The possible highest
weights of subrepresentations occurring in g ® g are of the form ß + a where

a £ A U {0} and the multiplicity of such a subrepresentation is one (or six in

case a = 0). The possible subrepresentations along with their dimensions are:

E2ß = ^(vi,i,i,l.i.i);   2430>

E{V5,1,1,i,o,o) ;    2925,

-^(v^,i,o,o,o,o) '     "O,

Eß   =  ^(yfiß, 1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2)'       '° '

■^(0,0,0,0,0,0)',      1-

Also dim52(g) = ^^ = 3081. The only way to get the dimensions to add up
correctly is to take 3081 = 2430 + 650 + 1.   G

Remark. Although it is not necessary, one can check using Helgason's theorem

(see [8, p. 535]) that E(yñ> 1,0,0,0,0) = Eh+^ is spherical.

Let £i£6, Qjf be the Casimirs of, respectively, E6 and K — SO(2) x

Spin(lO), and let Hx correspond to Xx by the Killing form of E6 .

Lemma 2.3.  Qk - 2(HX)2 - fQ^ annihilates V.

Proof.   (Hx)2 acts on F_U]_nai by

((-3A, - nax)(Hx))2 = (-3(A,, Xx) - n(ax ,Xx)) = (n + 4)2,

Q.K acts on F_Ui-„ai by

|| -3Aj - nax + Pc\\2 - \\Pc\\2 = 2n2+ 16+ 12,

Í2E6 acts on i7_3/i1_„ai by

||-3A1 + />||2-|l/>ll2 = -36.

Thus,

(QK-2(HX)2- IClE6)F_u¡_na¡=0.

Theorem 2.4. The annihilator, J, of V in U(q) is the Joseph ideal.

Proof. (X_ß)2 £ E_2ß and X_ß aets injectively on V so gr(/) n5'2(g) c S.
However, there are two linearly independent A-fixed vectors in S which kill
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V : (QE6 + 36), and (SlK - 2(HX )2 - |fl£J . Since the multiplicity of a A"-fixed
vector in an irreducible finite dimensional representation of G is at most one,

we see that each summand in S meets the annihilator. Since the annihilator is

g-invariant, S = gr(/) n 52(g).   D

Remark. Kostant used this argument when studying a special representation of

50(4,4) (see [11, §3]).

3

The real form of E6 under consideration contains the rank one real form of

F4 as the fixed points of an outer automorphism. We will restrict V to F4 and
see that it remains irreducible. We also identify V\¥ .

First we describe the automorphism which has F4 as the fixed points. Recall

that there is a decomposition g = É © p+ © p_ and that p± are the 16-

dimensional spin representations. Let o0 be the automorphism of A" « 50(2) x

Spin(lO) defined by multiplying by -I2 on the so(2) and conjugating by

(* -■)

on so(10).

Lemma 3.1. If (x, F) is a finite dimensional irreducible representation of K
with highest weight (Xx, ... , k¿) then the representation (xa°, Fa°) defined by

xa° (k) = x(o0(k)) on F"° = F is an irreducible representation with highest

weight
°o(X) — (-At , X2, A3, A4, X5, -X(,).

In particular, (p+)a° « p_ and (p-)"° « p+ .

Proof. This is easy and is omitted.   D

We conclude from this lemma that there is an intertwining map /: p+ —>

(p-)a° ; that is, a linear map / : p+ —> p_ such that

(3.1) /(Ad(fc) • Y) = Ad(<T0(Ac)) • f(Y),    for all k £ K and all Y £ p+.

We now extend o0 : Î —> I to a map o : g -+ g by a(X + Y + Z) = o0(X) +

f(Y) + f~x(Z) for all X £ t, all Y £ p+ and all Z £ p_ .

Proposition 3.2. When f is scaled properly, o is an involution of g which com-
mutes with the conjugation of g over g0 and commutes with Cartan involution

6. The fixed point set of a in g is the rank 1 real form of'F\.

Proof. We must show that a is a Lie algebra homomorphism and a commutes

with the complex conjugation.  Let ( ,   ) be the Killing form (or any other

nondegenerate A>invariant pairing between p+ and p_).
We first prove that for Y e p+ , Z e p_ ,

(3.2) (f(Y),f-x(Z)) = (Y,Z).

Since Y,Z -» (f(Y), f~x(Z)) is a nondegenerate ANinvariant pairing
between the irreducible A>modules p+ with p_ , we know that (f(Y), f~x(Z))

= c(Y,Z) for some nonzero constant c. It is enough to show that

if(Y),f-x(Z)) = (Y,Z) ¿ 0 for some choice of Y e p+ and Z € p_ .

Let ß = (^ ,\,\,\,\,\) denote the highest root and set y - -o0(ß) =
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(^, -j, --, -\, -j, j), and let Xß , X7 be corresponding root vectors.

Consider also the compact roots t\x = (0, 1, 1,0,0,0) and £2 = (0, 0, 0, 1,
1,0). We see that ß = y + Çx + i¡2, so for appropriately chosen root vectors,

(i) ad^Jad^)^^,
(ii) ff0(X(l) = Xil ando0(Xi2) = Xi2,

(iii)   [Xtl,Xi2]=0.

Note that f(Xß) is a root vector for o0(ß) = -y . Thus,

0 Í (f(Xß),Xy) = (f(ad(Xit)ad(X(2)Xy) , Xy)

= (ad (<Jo(XSl)) ad {o0(Xt2)f(Xy), Xy))    (by (3.1))

= (ad(Xil)ad(Xi2)f(X7), Xy)    (by (ii))

= (f(Xy), ad(Xi2) ad(^, )Xy)    (by K-wv.)

= (f(Xy), ad(^,) ad(Xi2)Xy)    (by (iii))

= {f(Xy),Xß)    (by (i))

= (Xß,f(Xr))
Thus, (3.2) is proved.

We check that o is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Let X, X' et, Y e p+ ,

and Z G p_ . Now,

o {[X, X']) = o0 {[X, X']) = [o0(X),o0(X')\,

o([X, Y]) = f([X, Y]) = [o0(X),f(Y)\ = [*(*), ff(r)]s

a ([X, Z]) = /-' ([X, Z]) = [(T0(X), f-x(Z)] = [rj(Z), (j(Z)].

Finally, we need to confirm

(3.3) o([Y,Z]) = [o(Y),ci(Z)].

For any let,

(X ,o([Y, Z])> = (X, o0 ([Y, Z])> = (cr0(X), [7, Z]) = ([«T0(AT), 7], Z)

= (/([rJo(X),y]),/-'(Z))    (by (3.2))

= ([X,f(Y)], f~x(Z)) = (Z, [/(F), /"'(Z)]).
Since the Killing form is nondegenerate on t, (3.3) follows.

Let " denote conjugation of g over g0 . We now show that o(D) = o(U),

for all U £ g. Since (Y',T) and (r,/(/(T))) are both Mnvariant non-
degenerate Hermitian forms on p+ ,

(Y',Y)=r(Y',f(fXY))) _

for some r £ R+ . Replacing /by -Lf, we get (Y' ,Y) = (Y', f(f(Y))) for

all Y' ep+ . Since the pairing is nondegenerate, it follows that Y = f(f(Y)) or

7(7) = /-i(f ). Thus, if / is properly scaled f(Y) = f~x(Y) for all Y e p+ .

For this /, one also has f~x(Z) = f(Z) for all Z € p_ .
Let X e t, Y e p+ , and Z e p- . Then

(j(X+Y + Z) = o0(X) + rx(Y) + f(Z)

= r3^x) + 7(7) + 7rT(Z)

= rj(X+y + Z),

so (3.3) is proved.
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Set

si ={Xeg\o(X) = X},    ê.=êngi,    pi = p n 01.

So si =61 ©p,, Î,=so(9),and px = {Y + f(Y) : Y e p+} = {/"»(Z) + Z :
Z £ p-} . The roots are as follows:

A(ti) = {±e¡ ±ej , ±ek | 1 < i < j < 4 ,  1 < k < 4},

ä(px) = {(±\,±\,±\,±\)}.

gx is thus of type F4 .

As o commutes with conjugation of g with respect to g0 , gi n g0 is a real
form of F4 and d\ F is a Carian involution. It follows, for example, from the

tables in [7] that gi n g0 is the rank one real form of F4 .   D

We fix a positive root system as follows:

A+(g1) = A+(61)UA+(p1)

= {e¡±ej , ek | 1 < i < j < 4 ,  1 < Ac < 4} u {($ , ±\ , ±{, ±\)}.

The simple roots are yx = e2 - e3, y2 = e3 - <?4, y3 = eA, yA = (± , -\ , -\ , -\)

and the corresponding fundamental weights are xux = ( 1, 1, 0, 0), w2 - (2, 1,

1, 0), OT3 = (|, \ , j, j), W4 = ( 1, 0, 0, 0). The Dynkin diagram is

ax a2 03 a4

and p(gx) = p(tx) + p(px) = (*£, |, |, -). The corresponding Satake diagram

is

t

Here ex restricts to 2t and e2,e3, e4 restrict to 0. Let X+(a, g) = {t, 2t}

where a is an appropriate maximal abelian subspace of p, p(a, g) = ^t.

Theorem 3.3.   V\F   is irreducible and has infinitesimal character (|, |, j , j).

Proof. Every A"-type remains irreducible when restricted to A"i = Spin(9).

This follows either from the branching law (see [Ze, § 129]) or from a dimension

count using the Weyl dimension formula. The Kx -types have highest weights

(f ,  § ,  f ,  f)   With   AAGZ+.

The highest noncompact root in qx is yx = (j , \ , \ , \). By [15, Lemma
3.4], X7l acts injectively in any irreducible representation of F4 . Since V is

unitary, and because the highest weights of the Kx -types of V lie along a single

ray, we must have V\v « E © Vx where E is finite dimensional and Vx is

irreducible. By unitarity, we may also conclude that E must correspond to

the trivial representation. If E ^ {0}, we may choose a nonzero element v0

of E. Then v0 is a highest weight vector of V (the A"-type is necessarily

the one corresponding to aa = 0). So p+ • v0 = 0. Since v0 is fixed by

p, = {/-1(Z) + Z|Zep_},

0 = (f-x(Z) + Z)-vo = Z-vo

for all Z £ p_ ; which contradicts the irreducibility of V with respect to g.

Thus,  V\F  is irreducible.
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To calculate the infinitesimal character of V\Ft we use the following trick.

The diagram automorphism (¡> with respect to the positive system of E6 given in

§ 1 is not the automorphism of Proposition 3.5. However, the fixed points of the

two automorphisms are conjugate. Thus, it is enough to calculate the infinites-

imal character of V restricted to the fixed points of <fi. This representation is

an irreducible highest weight representation of F4 (not a (gi, A"i)-module, but

that is okay). We calculate the highest weight.
Let (j), interchangeably, denote the automorphism of g and the roots A. Let

g^1, t* denote the elements of g, respectively, t fixed by </>. The roots of g^

with respect to t^ are as follows:

(i) Short roots:  la eA| a+<^a)     = a\^ , (p(a) ^ a \ . The corresponding

root vectors are Xa + 4>(Xa). Note that we have listed each root vector

twice, once for a and once for (p(a).

(ii) Long roots:   {a £ A \   (p(a) - a} . The corresponding root vectors are

Xa.

Remark. a+^°) corresponds to an element in t* (via the Killing form), also

a J_ (¡>(a) when (p(a) ¿ a. Thus the length of ^^ in F4 is its length in E6

which is ||a||/\/2.
The positive system for which V\ ¿ is a highest weight representation consists

of those roots in (i) and (ii) with a £ A+(g, t). The simple roots, in terms of

the simple roots of E6 , are yx = a¿, y2 = a3, 73 = 5(0:2 + a4), y4 = \(ax + a5)

and the connection between the corresponding fundamental weights is wx =

h, m2 = X3, xvi = j(X2 + A4), tu4 = \(XX + Xs). The restriction of -3Ai (the

highest weight of V as an Eg representation) to i^ is -3tt74. In terms of

the fundamental weights the infinitesimal character is wx + w2 + c¡73 - 2í¡74 =

(f ' I ' I ' 5) m the coordinates appearing after Lemma 3.2. Now note that, if
Wj,, y £ t*, is the reflection through the hyperplane orthogonal to y,

"73WM2 '2'2'2'' — V2 » 2 ' 2 ' 2A     "

Thus the infinitesimal character of V\¥    is (|, |, 5 , 5).    G

Working in F4 and the coordinates given above, set A0 = ( 1, 1,0,0). This

defines a 0-stable parabolic q = I + u by

A(q) = {a€A|(a,Ao)>0},

A(i) = {a€A|(a,Ao) = 0},

A(u) = {aeA| (a, A0) > 0} .

Let A = ah0 . Aq(X) = ¿%q(Cx), the cohomologically induced representation,

has infinitesimal character X + p.

Theorem 3.4.   V\¥   « Aq(X) with A = (-2, -2,0,0).  This is the Langlands

quotient of Ind^^l <8> \t® 1), where P = MAN is the minimal parabolic with

n corresponding to X+(a, g).

Proof. We show that ^lq(A) has the right infinitesimal character, the correct
Ai -types (is spherical) and that this data determines the representation.
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The infinitesimal character is (-2, -2, 0, 0) + (y, §, \, j) = (j, \, \, \)

which is conjugate to (\,\, \, \) as in Theorem 3.3. To determine the Kx-
types, we use the Blattner formula (see [16, Theorem 6.3.12]).

Lemma 3.5. The degree m elements of the symmetric algebra 5(uDp) forman

irreducible L n Ai representation with highest weight (y, y , y, y).

Proof. Since

A(unpO = {(i,i,±i,±i)},

A(inii) = {±(ei -e2), ±e3±e4,±e3, ±e4} ,

we see that I n ti « so(3) © so(2) © so(5). The so(3) acts trivially on u n pi,

while the so(2) acts by (j, j , 0, 0). Also

'aw + 3N
dimSm(ui)px) = dimSm(C4) = ,

The highest so(5) weight occurring in 5w(unpi) is (y, y) and the corre-

sponding irreducible representation of so(5) also has dimension C"^3).   □

If Fß denotes the irreducible representation of A"] with highest weight p,

then if a > -2

irk,,-*      f Ï       ¡E(a+2+ml2,a+2+m/2,m/2,ml2)     if AC = 0,
H   (inCi , -r(a+2+m/2,a+2+m/2,m/2,m/2)J = < ...

where £,(a+2+m/2,a-r2+m/2,m/2,m/2) is the irreducible highest weight represen-

tation of une) with highest weight (a + 2+f ,a + 2 + f ,f ,f). This
is just Kostant's Borel-Weil Theorem (see [16, Theorem 3.2.3]). Thus for

A = aA0 , 31 {(X) = 0, j ^ s = dim(u n tx), and a > -2 (in fact, a > -5).
3H\(X) is irreducible for a > -1 by §5 of [19]. We shall show that 3ísq(X)
is also irreducible for a — -2 and trivial if a < -3. The Kx-types of

msq(X) are {(a + 2 + f , a + 2 + f , f , f ) | m £ Z+} (note: A + 2/>(un Éi) =
(a+2, a+2, 0, 0)). Thus, Aq(X) has the same Kx-types as V\F when a = -2.

Since our F4 has rank one, all irreducible spherical representations occur

in some lnd<^{AN(l <S> v <8> 1) with Re(^) > 0. The infinitesimal character is

Pm + v = (j, \, \,v). This has length ^ + v2 , the length of the infinitesimal

character of F|F is 15. Therefore, v = | and there is just one spherical rep-

resentation with infinitesimal character (j , \ , \, )f). We conclude that ^lq(A),

A = (-2, -2,0,0), is irreducible and equivalent to V\F (and to the Lang-

lands quotient of Ind^^(l <g> f ® 1)).    G

Remark. There is a "dual pair" picture here. Let (7r, V) be our unitary highest

weight representation and a the automorphism of Proposition 3.2. Let G =

Z2 x G, where Z2 = {1, a} . (n, V) does not extend to a representation of G.

However, (n © n" , V © Va) does extend:

(1, g) ■ (vx, v2) = (n(g)vx, n(o(g))v2),

(o, g)- (vx, v2) = (n(o(g))v2, n(g)vx).

Call this representation V. This is an irreducible representation of G. For the

connected subgroup Gx c G with Lie algebra gi, there is a dual pair (12, Gx)
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in G, Gx = Z2 x Gx. (The centralizer of Z2 is clearly Gx, as Gx is the group

of fixed points of o. The centralizer of Gx is TL2 x Zqx = Z2. Note that

the center ZGl of Gx is {e} as ( e ZGl satisfies Ç £ Kx and Ad(Ç) = Id,
but Ad: K —> GL(px) is the spin representation of Kx = Spin(9) and has no

kernel.)

V\ö  = {(v, v) I v £ V}®{(v, -v) I v £ V} « (1 <g>7ti) © (sign® nx).

So there is a one-to-one correspondence between representations of Z2 and

representations of Gx occurring in V.

4

We now give several additional properties of V.

(a) We determine the Langlands parameters of V by applying Proposition

2.8 of [20] . We obtain the following:

V ^lnd^AN(o^eu ®l)

where MAN is a minimal parabolic, a £ M is the 1-dimensional represen-

tation of M = Z2 • U(l) x SU(4) given by o(e , 6, k) = sign(e)e_3,e • 1, and

u - -Sex-2e2 (where A(n) = {ex±e2, ex, e2,2ex, 2e2} as in [20]). Note that

v = -10s + 8? where s,t are the simple roots on the Satake diagram pictured

below.

t

:|Í|Eo-•-•—»     o

S S

(b) The Harish-Chandra module V is special unipotent in the sense of Vogan

(see [ 17, Chapter 12]). This can be easily checked by comparing the infinitesimal

character of V with the tables in [3]. We will now confirm for V the A"-type

formula given in Conjecture 12.1 of [18].

Let ß denote the maximal root in p+ , and Kc(ß) the stabilizer of Xß in

A"c . The Ac orbit Kc-Xß « Kc/Kc(ß) is admissible in the sense of Definition
7.13 of [18] (see also [13]); i.e.,

X(/c) = [det(Ad(Â:))|(tW)).]1/2

is a well-defined character of Kc(ß) ■ To see this, one must check that

1 / l_h/3    3    3    3    3   3\
2^    2    ' 2' 2' 2' 2' 2)

integrates to the torus Hc(ß) = Hc n A"c .

Proposition 4.1.   x defines an admissible character of Kc(ß) and

F«Ind£c   0j)

as Kc-representations.

Proof. Kc(ß) is connected by Appendix B. Kc(ß) is nearly a parabolic sub-

group of A^c in the sense that there is a parabolic subgroup K' such that

Kc(ß) CK' cKc and

f = t(ß) + (C • hß) = u(5) © so(2) © n' = m' © n',
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where A (u(5)) = {e; - e} \ 2 < i, j < 6}, A(n') = {e,- + e7- | 2 < i < j < 6} , and
hß is the element of t corresponding to ß via the Killing form.

We use induction in stages. Ind£^)(;c) = 0„eZor„, where o„ is the 1-

dimensional representation of K' = M'N' with weight -3Ai -ajA6 on M' and

trivial on N' . An irreducible finite dimensional Ac representation F occurs

in Ind£,(<7„) with multiplicity dim Hom^i7, on) = dim HomM'(F/n'F, on).

This is zero unless F is the representation with lowest weight -3Ai - nX(,, i.e.,

highest weight -3Xx-nax (which is dominant for n > 0). These are precisely
the A^-types of V.

Appendix A

The following theorem seems to be well known, but we were unable to find a

proof written down in one place. Below we will give a very brief sketch of the
proof, indicating references for the key steps.

Theorem A. Assume (X + p(u), a) > 0 for a £ A(u). Then the characteristic

variety of Aq(X) is A"c • (u n p). Thus, the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of Aq(X)

is dimc(ATc • (uflp)).

Proof. First note that the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of a representation M

is equal to the complex dimension of its characteristic variety 'V(M) (see, e.g.,
[14 and 9, Lemma 10.1]).

Consider the generalized flag variety X of all parabolics conjugate to q =
1 + u. The moment map p : T*X -* g* is defined by identifying T*X with
G xq u and setting p(g, n) = Ad(g)n e g « g*. If M is a Harish-Chandra
module and J? is the localization of M on I, then

V(M) = p (Ch(,#))

where Ch(^#) is the characteristic variety of Jf in T*X. (See [1, §1, partic-
ularly, 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9].)

Now consider M = Aq(X). It follows (under the positivity condition) from

[2, Theorem 2.4], that M = T(X, Jf) where M is a ^-module on X sup-
ported in the closed orbit Z = Kc • q . The characteristic variety is thus T£X,
the conormal bundle. Thus,

Ch(^) « T*ZX « Ac xQnKc (g/(t + q))

« A"c xQnKc (ü n p)* « A"c xQnKc (u n p).

So,
V(Aq(X)) = p(Ch(Jf)) = p(Kc x (unp)) = A"c • (unp).   G

For the following proposition we consider arbitrary Aq(X) representations

(assuming the parameters A satisfy A X A(I)).

Proposition. Let X0 be any parameter so that (X0 + p(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u),

and let X be arbitrary. Then V (Aq(X)) = V (Aq(X0)) as long as ^q(A)^0.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of characteristic variety that for any admis-

sible (fl, A>module X, V (X ® F) C V (X). If Y is a quotient of X®F then
V(Y)CV(X®F)C V(X). Since Hom(X ® F, Y) = Horn (X, Y ® F*), for
X irreducible, wegetlçy®f*. Therefore, V(X) ç V(Y®F*) C V(Y)
and we conclude that V(Y) = V(X). We will show that for appropriate X0

and F, Aq(X) is a quotient of ^4q(A0) <8> F ; the proposition will follow.
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Recall that the derived functor modules are defined by

^ (W) = P (Horn,,,) (U(g), W © /\t0Pu))

where W is an (q,in AT)-module and P is the right derived functor of the
"A"-finite" functor T (see [16, 6.31]).

Let A be arbitrary, by the lemma below there is a finite dimensional g-module

F , a X0 so that (X0 + p(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u), and an exact sequence

0 -» Ker -» CXo ® F -+ Cx -* 0

(as q-modules), hence a long exact sequence

■•• - 3g^(Cx0)®F - ^(Q) - ^+1(Ker)

Here we have used «^ (C^ ® F) « ^q (QJ ® F (F is a representation of

g). The vanishing theorem for degrees greater than í [16, 6.3.21]) along with

a standard filtration argument shows 3?*+x (Ker) = 0. Thus we get

••• -» Aq(X0)®F -♦ ¿q(A) -► 0.

The theorem follows by noting that if (A0 + />(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u), then

F (Aq(X0)) = V (Aq(X'0)) by the standard tensoring (within a chamber) argument
(see, for example, [16, 7.2.9 and 7.2.22]).   G

Lemma. Given A, there is a X0 so that (X0 + p(u), a) > 0, a £ A(u), a finite

dimensional g-module F, and a surjection Cx0 ® F —► C¿ as q-modules.

Proof. The u-invariants (C¿ ® F0)u = Q ® F0U contains a highest weight vector

(for [). Choose A0 so that X0 - X is A+(g)-dominant then take F0 to be the
irreducible finite dimensional g-representation with highest weight X0-X. Thus

we have arranged for a nonzero map C^ -> Q ® F0 as q-modules. Thus,

Hom(CAo, CA ® F0) « HomiC^ ® F0*, Cx)

is nonzero. Take F = F* in the lemma.   G

Appendix B

In this appendix we prove a fact about stabilizers for a minimal nilpotent

orbit of Ac in p and then apply this to our E¿ example.

Let O be a complex, connected, simply connected, semisimple group. Let 6

be the complexification of a Carian involution for some real form of G, and let
t + p be the corresponding Carian decomposition of the g = Lie(O). Assume

rank A" = rankO. In this case, 8 is an inner automorphism, so Kc = Ge is

connected. Fix a Cartan subalgebra tctcg (and let H be the corresponding

Cartan subgroup) and a positive system of roots A+. Let ß be the highest

root in p, and let Xß be a root vector for ß . There is a triple {Xß, hß , yß}
spanning a subalgebra of g isomorphic to sl(2, C) with hß £t and yß a root

vector for -ß . hß is normalized such that ß(hß) = 2.

A ö-stable parabolic q = I + u is defined by A(l) = {a £ A | a(hß) = 0}
and A(u) = {a e A \ a(hß) > 0} . Let Q = LU be the corresponding parabolic

subgroup in G. Q is connected. The stabilizer G(ß) of Xß is contained

in LU by Theorem 3.6 of [10]. We may conclude that Kc(ß) C KcnLU c
(Kc n L) - (Kc n U) ; furthermore, Ac n L is the Levi component of the parabolic
(ATc n LU)   C Ac and is connected.
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Proposition.  Kc(ß)/Kc(ß)e = H(ß)/H(ß)e, where H(ß) = Stab/z^).

Proof. Let HN be a Borel subgroup of KcC\L and let W be the Weyl group
of Ac n L. The Bruhat decomposition is

A:cnL=   (J NHwN.
w€W

The following lemma shows that N and W stabilize Xß .

Lemma. The semisimple part of Kcr\L is contained in Kc(ß) and W c Kc(ß) ■

Proof. Since A^nL is connected, we need only check this for the corresponding

Lie algebras. If aeA+(tn I) then (a, ß) = 0. But ß + a £ A since ß is

the highest root; thus also ß - a £ A. So all root vectors in t n I kill Xß and

thus the semisimple part of A"c n L is contained in Kc(ß). It follows that

WcKc(ß).    G

Now suppose Ac = nxhwn2 e KCC\L fixes Xß , then Xß =k-Xß- nxhwn2Xß
and Xß = h • Xß , so he H(ß). Therefore,

Kc(ß)C)L=  (J NH(ß)wN.
wew

Let F be a set of representatives of distinct cosets in H(ß)/H(ß)e, such that

Kc(ß)nL = F-(Kc(ß)nL)e.

We claim that F is a set of representatives of distinct cosets in

(Kc(ß) ni)/ (Kc(ß) n L)e . Suppose f e F is in (Kc(ß) n L)e . Then, since
/ commutes with H(ß)e, f is in H(ß)e because H(ß)e is a Cartan subgroup

of the connected group (Kc(ß) n L)e. The proposition is proved.

For our situation with E¿, we calculate the component group H(ß)/H(ß)e .

Let Lroot = spanz{/AQ \ a e A} where aaq is the element of t corresponding

to t^t £ t* via the Killing form. Let e(h) = exp(2nih), h £ t. Since G is

simply connected, Lr00t = Ker(e). Write h £ t as hx+ thß, with hx Lhß.
Then

Ad(e(h))Xß = e2niWxß

so e(h)£H(ß) if t£ \Z. Thus,

H(ß) = exp(2ni(hßL + $Zhp))

= {e, exp(nihß)} exp(2nihß) = {e, exp(nihß)}H(ß)e.

We now show that exp(nihß) £ H(ß)e ; i.e., exp(nihß) £ exp(hß). For this it

is sufficient to find an element A] g hß such that \hß - hx £ Kerie) = Lroot.

Choose hx = \(ax +03 + 0:5). One easily checks that \hß-hx is integral on all

fundamental weights; i.e., \hß - hx £ Lr00t. Thus, in our E¿ example Kc(ß)

is connected.
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